  
  

 
  

 

In a series of articles on "Attraction Versus Promotion", you'll learn how
subtle changes in your outlook, language and marketing can create a
world of difference in creating personal and business success. Learn
how to stop "doing promotion" and start "being attractive" to high-quality
customers.
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You want what you want. Whether
it's a new car, more money, a big
house, a loving relationship, wonderful health, travel and excitement:
you want what you want.

At the moment I want for almost
nothing, save another breath of
air of so that I can smell another
intoxicating scent of roses, oranges, or bougainvillea.

You can't seem to help it, so why
fight it? Go ahead and focus on
what you want. Luxuriate in it. Say
it!

My wants are simple right now
and I seem to have no needs.
Idly, I wonder about those who
have wants, and I also wonder
about the times when I will want
something more than what I
have right now.

"I want _______, with all my heart."
And then, go one step further.
Say, "And I expect to get it!"
Feel the excitement! You really
want it. And you really know you're
going to get it. What a great feeling!
As I write this, I'm sitting in a lovely
garden. The sky is blue: not a cloud
in the sky. Birds sing, hummingbirds hum, a fountain bubbles, oranges and grapefruit hang heavy
on the trees. Everything around me
his harmonious and abundant: verdant and full of life.

What then? What happens when
we begin to want?
Surely, we begin to create. Because the very second we start
to want, we create a vacuum.
Something, whether it is large or
small, seems to be missing. And
as we all know, nature hates a
vacuum.
Nature will seek to fill the vacuum you just created by your
wanting. And after you create a
vacuum, nature begins to fill it.

      

 

    
You can increase the
fill rate with your very
passion for wanting it!
But that only seems to
get things started: as if
you want to go somewhere, and you’ve

only put the key in the
ignition of your car.
But by putting the key
in the ignition, you’ve
started on your way to
getting what you want.

You must keep driving
if you want to reach
your destination. In the
same way, you must
keep your focus on
what it is that you want
if you have any hope
of achieving it.

If you’re filling the vacuum with conflicting
thoughts, you’re not
creating room for what
you really want to
come flowing in! Nature seems to be saying,
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There may be a distraction or two on your
journey. And because
nature hates a vacuum, it will want to fill it
in a hurry! When you
take your focus off of
what you say you
want, nature may fill it
with any similar material that seems
handy. . .
“I really want to have
more ___________,
but it's a long way off
and I have to keep
driving if I ever hope to
get it. . .”
Nature seems to notice the discrepancies
in what you say you
want and other conflicting beliefs you may
hold! Notice in the
above example, “I
want ________” gets
cancelled out by the
conflicting belief that
________ is a long
and hard road.

“Hmm. Sounds as if
you want money, but
only if you work hard
for a very long time.
OK, then. That’s what
I’ll fill the vacuum
with. . .a good long
time and a lot of hard
work! Have fun!”
When you’re in this
state of conflicting beliefs, it may erroneously seem that nature
is offering you tests,
and you seem obliged
to take them.
For example, how
many times have you
noticed one of these
situations:
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When you are finally ready to leave
the job you hate,
you get offered a
raise.
When you're finally
ready to start a
new business venture that really excites you, someone
you know or something you read
hints that 98% of
all small businesses fail.
When you're finally
ready to leave an
unsatisfactory relationship, your partner starts being a
little bit nicer to
you.
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I don't mean to sound like a
conspiracy theorist or hint that
nature is acting against you!
But surely you've noticed that
maybe nature seems to be politely asking,
"Are you sure that you really
want what say you want? Because you keep creating a vacuum, only to fill it with thoughts
of stuff you don’t want!”
For instance, nature may be
asking you some of these
questions:
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“Are you sure that you
really want more money?
Because you keep saying
you want it, but then you
start thinking that money is
the root of all evil, or that it’s
really impossible to make,
or that it’s wrong to have
money when so many don’t
have it, or that the economy
is bad, or that you have to
work really hard for years
and years. . .with all that
stuff in the vacuum, where
are you supposed to put the
money?"
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“Are you sure you want to
leave this relationship or
this job for something
more fulfilling? Because
one kind gesture, one tiny
little scrap of affection...
and you’re thinking about
staying. You can’t stay
and go at the same time.
Are you really ready to
move on with your life?”
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And if you are. . .if you are
ready. . .if you know what you
want, and all your thoughts are
in harmony, then the answer is
yes.

And better yet, when you're
really, REALLY ready, you
never have to face a tough
question at all. The door simply opens, you step through,
and you never look back.

But when these small questions come, they can be challenging and fun. Facing what
seems to be a tough life decision about what you really
want means that you're on the
verge of being ready to receive.

surprised when you don’t get
where said you wanted to go
very quickly!

Or you may say “Ugh! What a
horrible route! I’ll know to
never go down that road
again. . .”

  
It doesn't have to be a difficult
choice, if you keep your focus
on what it is that you really desire.
“I want to go _________,” you
say as you put your key in the
ignition.
As you drive, if you take a myriad of detours and spend years
at various places, don’t be

It may be interesting to stop at
a point of interest or take a
longer, more scenic route. It
may make you want to say,
“Why, I never really wanted
__________ at all! What an
educational detour!”

You’ll put your focus back on
where you want to go and
you'll be on your way!
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But we all seem to know
people that are someplace they don’t want to
be, but they stay there.
They try to find out why
they are there, or try to
figure a way out: instead
of focusing on what they
really want!
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For example, many people never know that they
want good health . . .until
they have bad health, that
is! Then they want good
health very much!

    
  
   

   


         



much they say they want
“good health.” They often keep their bad health
because they keep their
focus on the problem
(finding causes and
cures), instead of the solution (being healthy.)
You can safely bet that
most healthy people
don’t seem to attract
nearly the amount of information on doctors and
diets and drugs and insurance programs that
sick people do.

But many people with
poor health stay stuck
there, no matter how
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But when you keep your focus on what
you want, you’ll attract information and
opportunities so that you can more fully
experience the life you desire.

But if you “are” whatever you want to
be, you will find yourself...

In the same way, when you are interested in earning money, you might explore jobs or a career. But when you
shift your interest to having money, you
can find yourself with money.

You will find yourself.

And when you shift your focus to being
wealthy, you become wealthy.
These are such subtle distinctions: do
you want to earn, have, or be? Doing,
having, and being can all be fun...which
do you really want?
Be clear...if you want to earn, you will
most likely get a career or a job. If you
want to have, you'll find yourself owning
a lot of stuff.

Period.

And if you like who you are, finding
yourself is utterly delightful! It’s at that
point where you can transcend what
you want to do or have! Instead, you
find that you already are all that you
want.
And that you can do, have, or be all you
desire...and much more!
When you keep your focus. . .you're already there!

